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Strain mapping with parts-per-million resolution in synthetic
type-Ib diamond plates
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A general method to map strain with parts per million �ppm� resolution in single-crystal wafers and
plates is demonstrated. An x-ray technique has been used to obtain separate maps of strain and tilt
across synthetic diamond growth sectors. Data consisting of rocking curve maps obtained with a
charge coupled device detector were analyzed. The strain results image the growth sectors and
reveal a strain pileup near the sector boundaries. The diamond was yellow to the eye due to nitrogen
impurities. Not only the topography of the strain map, but also the strain magnitudes, are consistent
with the strain arising from nitrogen impurities. High strain resolution in the ppm range is needed
to observe these effects. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2126790�
Strain from point defects in large single crystals has a
deleterious effect for many applications. It is generally unde-
sirable for x-ray optics for synchrotron beamlines because of
the attendant broadening of the rocking curve.1 Another ex-
ample of deleterious affects of strain is the degradation in the
performance of electronic and optoelectronic devices built on
single-crystal wafers having a large inherent mismatch
between an epitaxial layer and the substrate.2

X-ray methods for strain determination have been revo-
lutionized by the availability of charge coupled device
�CCD� cameras, and the consequent mapping of strain at a
level of 10−4 or above has been reported by several groups.3,4

Strain maps with much higher sensitivity can be obtained
from shifts of x-ray rocking curves. In general, one must
separate the effect of changes in the local orientation from
that of local strain since orientation variation is a generally
occurring and significant effect.5 We report here on high-
resolution mapping measurements of strain due to nitrogen
impurities in diamond plates of type Ib that demonstrate the
power of the method.

Nitrogen is an impurity in type-Ib synthetic diamonds
grown by the high-pressure-high-temperature process6 and
causes an increase in the lattice parameter.5 The relationship
between the diamond lattice expansion and the concentration
of N, cN, is given by Ref. 5 �a /a=0.14cN, where a is the
lattice parameter. During the crystal growth process, differ-
ent crystallographic facets develop at different rates to pro-
duce a faceted stone. The facets can be grouped into growth
sectors having equivalent Miller indices, and in the order of
increasing tendency to contain N, these are: �110�, �113�,
�100�, and �111�.5,6 The �110� sector has been reported to
have very low N uptake and has been used as a reference
for quotation of strain by Lang et al.5 When a stone is sawed
into slabs, an outline of the boundaries at which two sectors
abutted during the crystal growth is evident in x-ray
topographic images.7

Strain and tilt can be separately obtained.8 The technique
relies on pairs of measurements of rocking curves made at
180° azimuthal rotation around the reciprocal lattice vector
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for the x-ray diffraction. Shifts in the position of the rocking
curves are due to the combined effect of tilt and strain, and
from the two rocking curve measurements, they can be de-
termined separately. The technique has been applied previ-
ously to diamond, but only at selected sample locations.5,7,9

The technique has not been applied to obtain detailed maps
of strain and tilt. Other workers have made rocking curve
mapping analyses but only for the lattice tilt variation
�diamond10 and GaAs11�. A brief conference report of some
preliminary results has previously appeared.12 A related tech-
nique to map out strain in InP due to dislocations was pre-
sented at the same conference.13 There are several possible
sources of error in the alignment and in goniometer move-
ments, and the data analyses must be done so that the proper
pixels in two separate images are paired.

The measurements were made in a double-crystal align-
ment with a rotating anode x-ray source, where the first crys-
tal was a Si monochromator and the second crystal was the
diamond sample set for the �004� reflection. An asymmetri-
cally cut Si�531� monochromator was applied to expand
the Cu K� x-ray beam dimension to 70 mm.14 The angle
between the incident x-ray beam and the monochromator
surface was 0.7°. The rotating anode was operated at 60 kV
and 300 mA. The sample was mounted on a stage capable of
an azimuthal rotation. The angular stability of the mono-
chromator and the sample was at least 0.1 arcsec. The crystal
was a synthetic diamond procured from Drukker �recently
renamed as Element Six�.

The system incorporated two easily interchangeable de-
tectors. A scintillation detector was used for sample align-
ment. A CCD camera �resolution 60�60 �m2� was used to
obtain mapping data by recording a rocking curve for each
pixel. After alignment, rocking curves were recorded with an
angular step of 0.5 arcsec. Data collection time per exposure
was 20 s. Data collection times for two azimuthal pairs were
less than 3 h, and the temperature changes at the sample
were �0.5 °C over this time period.

The measured rocking curve shift can be generally
expressed as the sum of two terms,8
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�� = �tan �B��d/d + �n̂r · n̂m��� , �1�

where �� is the rocking curve shift relative to a reference
position, d is the lattice spacing, �d is the lattice spacing
variation, �B is the Bragg angle, �� is the misorientation
angle, n̂r and n̂m are the directions of the rocking curve ro-
tation axis and the misorientation rotation axis, respectively.
For convenience, the reference position was taken as the po-
sition of the average rocking curve of the whole sample, that
is the average over all pixels. The lattice spacing and the
misorientation information can be separated by obtaining
rocking curves at azimuthal rotations that are 180° apart5,8

since then the sign of misorientation term in Eq. �1� changes
but the strain term is not altered. It follows that

FIG. 1. �Color� An x-ray topograph obtained at the peak of the overall
average rocking curve and representative rocking curves for isolated pixels.
A CCD baseline offset has not been subtracted.

FIG. 2. �Color� The separated maps of tilt, �a� ��x and �d� ��y, and strain
��d /d� �b� and �e�. The separated tilt/strain contributions to the rocking
curve shifts are shown in a color scale calibrated in arc seconds as shown.
Here, �a� and �b� are from 0° /180° pair, and �d� and �e� are from the
90° /270° pair. A cross cut of the strain profile at the dotted lines is shown
in �c� corresponding to strain map in �b�, and in �f� corresponding to the
strain map in �e�. The right side ordinate scales in �c� and �f� is converted to
�d /d as well as to the corresponding concentration of nitrogen. The differ-
ence between �c� and �f� is indicative of the precision achieved. The stan-

dard deviation of the differences in �d /d is 1.6 ppm.
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�d/d = �ctg �B�����0 ° � + ���180 ° ��/2,

��x = ����0 ° � − ���180 ° ��/2,

��y = ����90 ° � − ���270 ° ��/2, �2�

where ����� is the shift measured at azimuthal angle �, and
��x,y are the misorientation angles about two arbitrary but
perpendicular rotation axes lying roughly in the sample
surface.

Systematic errors stem from slight misalignments be-
tween the diffraction vector and the axis of azimuthal
rotation. In addition, the diffraction planes of the sample and
of the monochromator must be closely parallel. We have
found reproducible results if these misalignments are all less
than 0.1°.

For pixel-by-pixel analysis, it is important to locate the
same point on the sample from the images taken at different
azimuthal angles. The Cartesian coordinates of one point at
different azimuthal angles can be traced through a pair of
linear transformation which accounts for rotation, scaling,
and translation of the original points. The six required trans-
formation parameters can be determined from three pairs
of known coordinates, which we have labeled as character-
istic points. The characteristic points are taken at easily
distinguishable points, such as a corner.

The basis of the foregoing pixel-by-pixel analysis lies in
the one-to-one spatial correspondence between the image
and the diamond plate, that is, the diffracted x rays reaching
one pixel should be from a counterpart region on the sample.
This condition is well satisfied if the angular spread caused
by lattice tilts and by strain is smaller than the angular ac-
ceptance of one pixel, which is the present case. The detector
pixel size of our system is 60 �m, and the distance from the
crystal to the detector is 30 cm, which corresponds to an
angular acceptance of 41 arcsec for one pixel. This angular
acceptance is much larger than the tilt angle and the contri-
bution due to strain in the present case, indicating that the x
rays reaching one pixel on a CCD are almost entirely dif-
fracted from the same small region on the sample. We note
that the spatial resolution of the maps is altered by the choice
of the pixel size, but the precision of the strain determination
is not affected by this choice. This follows because the angle
through which the sample is rocked is recorded and not the
FIG. 3. Growth sector indexing assignments.
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scattering angle �often denoted as 2��, with each pixel acting
as a detector over a range of x-ray scattering angles.

Representative rocking curves are shown in Fig. 1 along
with a x-ray topograph obtained at the peak of the overall
average rocking curve. In general, the rocking curves showed
asymmetries characteristic of a depth-dependent strain and/or
tilt. Rocking curve positions were assigned according to the
center point at half maximum intensity. We have studied the
depth dependence in this diamond,15 and we found that de-
spite the depth dependence, most of the diffracted intensity
arises from within an extinction depth of the surface,
12.6 �m. That the depth dependence of the strain and lattice
tilts does not perturb rocking curve shifts sufficiently to ne-
gate the present analysis is an implicit assumption, and a
significant aspect of the present work is a test of this assump-
tion. We find good agreement with literature reports for
growth-sector features despite the possible depth depen-
dence, consequently, we infer that the depth dependence over
the extinction depth is weak.

The separation into tilt and strain for two azimuthal pairs
is shown in Fig. 2. Sector boundaries are evident in these
maps. The growth sectors closely resemble x-ray topographs
reported by Wierzchowksi et al.7 for an �001�-oriented slab,
and they have been indexed as shown in Fig. 3. We find
agreement with the ordering of the sectors according to their
N uptake as detailed above, and we have used the �110�
sector as a null-strain reference. A new result presented here
is the quantitative strain profile across the central �001�
growth zone and the elevated strain near the sector bound-
aries. The resultant N concentration obtained via Eq. �1� is
also indicated in Figs. 2�c� and 2�f� and has a maximum of
107 ppm, a value consistent with previous reports.5,6,16

The method itself affords a means to assess the net affect
of possible errors. This can be done by comparing results for
the two azimuthal pairs shown in Fig. 2. The distribution of
differences in �d /d was obtained. A Gaussian was found to
be a good fit to the distribution, and the attendant standard
deviation for our strain determinations as obtained from this
fit was 1.6 ppm.
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In summary, we have demonstrated mapping of strain
with ppm precision. A strain pileup near growth-sector
boundaries in a synthetic diamond plate is reported for the
first time. The mapping technique can be applied, in general,
to single-crystal wafers and plates that have low inherent
strain and a low mosaic spread.

Note added in proof. The tilt maps contain a contribution
due to wavelength dispersion.
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